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Corporate deal making in East Africa remained robust in November with the market recording 10 transactions with a

disclosed deal value of c. USD 6.3 million (from 4 transactions with disclosed deal values). This matched the deal activity in

October which also recorded 10 transactions with a disclosed deal value of c. USD 135 million. Tech enabled logistics

businesses featured heavily in the deal board for November with 4 transactions, highlighting the lustre that disruptive

technology has gleaned during the year and the more pronounced role it will play in the post pandemic world. The

performance in September brought the YTD tally of deals to 100 (104, YTD 2019) with a total disclosed deal value of c.

USD 1.22 billion (c. USD 1.62 billion, YTD 2019). The mainstay financial services sector recorded 3 transactions whilst the

agribusiness sector saw one transaction announced. As has been the case for most of the year, deal activity was heavily

weighted towards private equity, venture capital and DFI investments with 8 transactions whilst 2 M&A transactions closed

the book for November.

IMBC’s deal of the month is DOB Equity’s investment in Victory Farms, East Africa’s largest commercial fish farm based

in Kenya, a USD 500 million fish market. Victory Farms aims to become the world’s first carbon neutral fish farm. The

funding will enable the firm to scale up its production capacity and expand its reach across the Kenyan market. In this

edition, we speak to Saskia van der Mast, co-CEO and Investment Director at DOB who gives more insight on this and

other transactions that DOB has completed in 2020.

In the Listed Equities Market, November ended on a mixed note compared to the previous month with the NSE 20 and

NSE 25 recording a decline of 1.3% and rise of 2.94% respectively. However, the NSE All Share index recorded an increase

of 3.7% as compared to the previous month. The Market witnessed an increase in average daily turnover to USD 4.93

million in November, from USD 2.57 million in October.

Top gainers during the month of November included Carbacid Investments Plc which was up by 39.41% and BOC Kenya

Plc which increased by 19.91%. East African Portland Cement Ltd and Express Kenya Plc witnessed the highest decline in

the month with a fall in their share price by 31.25% and 22.25% respectively.

The Editorial Team
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November in Numbers:

IMBC Deal of the Month:

The number of  disclosed deals in EA10

DOB Equity’s investment in Victory

Farms
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Disclosed deal value in USD million
c. 6.3



PART I : DEAL STATISTICS

Sector
No. of  Deals 

YTD

Disclosed Deal 

Value YTD (USD 

million)

Financial Services 25 504.67

ICT and Telecom 19 110.62

Agribusiness 12 38.96

Energy Oil and Gas 7 250.60

FMCG 6 54.50

Healthcare 5 21.00

Logistics 9 4.1

Food & Beverage 3 84.00

Manufacturing 3 27.20

Education 3 2.50

Real Estate 2 100.00

Automotive 1 Undisclosed

Mining 1 14.7

Water, Sanitation & Hygiene 2 Undisclosed

Analysis by Sector

Analysis by Type of  Transaction
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27

65

1

1

2

1

3

M&A

PE & VC

PE Exit

Capital Restructuring

Partnership/ Strategic Alliance

Commercial Debt/ Bond

Joint Venture

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEALS IN EA - YTD 2020



Analysis by Country

*Deals in the “Sector Analysis” table that have an impact on a company’s operations in more than one
country have been treated as a single deal. In the “Analysis by Country” chart above, each country
operation has been considered as a separate deal. There is therefore a mismatch between the “Sector
Analysis” and “Analysis by Country” deal numbers.
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PART I : DEAL STATISTICS

Analysis by Deal Value

1 Using available data from disclosed deal values
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NUMBER OF DEALS PER COUNTRY- YTD 2020
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TOTAL DEAL SIZE YTD 2020 IN USDM1
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PART II : KEY MARKET INDICATORS 
(As at 4th December 2020)

Country/Region Current Rate Previous Rate

Central Bank of  Kenya (Kenya) 7.00% 7.00%

Bank of  Uganda (Uganda) 7.00% 7.00%

Bank of  Tanzania (Tanzania) 7.00% 7.00%

National Bank of  Rwanda (Rwanda) 4.50% 4.50%

South African Reserve Bank (RSA) 3.50% 3.50%

Central Bank of  Nigeria (Nigeria) 12.50% 12.50%

Central Bank of  Egypt (Egypt) 8.25% 8.75%

Bank of  England (UK) 0.10% 0.10%

Federal Reserve Bank (USA) 0.25% 0.25%

European Central Bank (EU) 0.00% 0.00%

Years
Kenya Tanzania Uganda Rwanda 

2019 actual Inflation 5.82% 3.80% 3.60% 3.19%

2020 Projected Inflation 5.10% 3.86% 3.94% 6.90%

Central Bank Rates

Inflation Rates

Coupon Rate on Government Securities

Years 91-day 2 year 5 year 10 year 

Kenya 6.65% 10.70% 11.67% 12.50%

Tanzania 2.42% 7.82% 9.18% 11.44%

Uganda 7.41% 14.55% 14.90% 16.00%

Source: Respective Central Banks

Source: World Bank, Statista

Source: CB Rates



PART III : INDUSTRY INTERVIEW

Saskia van der Mast, Co-CEO and Investment Director at DOB Equity
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Saskia van der Mast is co-CEO and Investment Director at DOB and joined the team

over 15 years ago. Saskia is based in Nairobi and responsible for deal acquisition. She

brings a wealth of experience in impact investing and has played a leading role in

building DOB’s portfolio of innovative, scalable and impactful companies. Amongst

others, she has been responsible for sourcing and completing investments including M-

KOPA, Bridge International Academies and Countryside Dairy.

Saskia serves on the Board of the East Africa Private Equity & Venture Capital

Association (EAVCA) and is a board member of various portfolio companies.

Saskia holds a M.Sc. in International Economics and Business from the University of

Groningen.

DOB Equity is widely regarded as a leading social-

impact investor, focusing on investments that

contribute towards a more sustainable society. How

have you managed the impact of Covid-19 on your

portfolio given the significant social impact the

pandemic has brought upon globally?

We have stayed close to our portfolio companies and

supported them both financially and non-financially

where necessary. Luckily, the majority of our portfolio

is made up of companies providing essential goods

and services and as such the impact of the crisis has

remained manageable. However, some of our

companies were impacted disproportionally by the

crisis, e.g. those active in the education and tourism

sectors, other businesses related to e-commerce

experienced an increase in sales. A third group

showed a slight decline in sales, but most have since

shown revenues increase to over pre-covid levels.

In 2019, DOB grew its portfolio by investing in 6

companies in sectors ranging from waste management

to education, across East Africa. How has the

pandemic affected DOB’s investment strategy and

criteria over the course of 2020 and leading into 2021?

As soon as the pandemic hit, we focused all of our

resources on portfolio management. This meant that

we slowed new business development efforts, we then

picked up conversations with management teams that

we had been following for a while as soon as it was

clear that the portfolio was under control. However,

we also clearly signalled to the market that we were

still open for business, to ensure promising companies

would get the capital to prove their models. As a

result, we have invested in three new companies, with

a combination of virtual and in-person due diligence,

in addition to several follow-on investments.

Going into 2021, our objective remains unchanged,

DOB Equity invests in scalable, innovative, and high-

impact companies that solve social and environmental

challenges across East Africa. We are impact-first,

invest catalytic capital, work together as an active,

hands-on partner and support our companies with the

tools, networks, technical assistance and strategic

guidance to succeed. All proceeds are re-invested,

providing access to finance for the next generation of

high-impact promising entrepreneurs. We will increase

our efforts to support and invest in local and female

led companies.

DOB recently made additional capital investments to

existing portfolio companies: Mr Green Africa, Tanga

Fresh and Moringa School. Does DOB have any

further deals close to completion during the course of

the year and how does the pipeline look heading into

2021?

We are excited to share that we were able to complete

three new investments in the second half of the year

we and followed-on with one portfolio company. We

invested in Victory Farms, East Africa’s largest tilapia

farm, we made our first investment in the health-tech

space with Ilara Health and invested in an innovative

early stage farm management company called Cinch.



PART III : INDUSTRY INTERVIEW

Saskia van der Mast, Co-CEO and Investment Director at DOB Equity
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Congratulations on winning the EAVCA award for

the Best Impact Investment Firm for 2019. DOB has

managed to successfully close quite a number of

transactions in recent years. What strategies do you

employ to ensure a fast and efficient transaction

process?

We try and say no quickly, so we can focus on those

companies that fit our investment mandate. We have

a clear investment process, we work together with

advisors that we have good experience with. We

invest in teams that are collaborative and with which

we are aligned, making the process easier. We are

continuously building a network of entrepreneurs

which we follow from an early stage, we’ve gotten to

know them over time, we’ve seen how they operate

and respond and they have gotten to know us. We see

the teams we invest in as partners, we want to come

to a deal that everyone is happy with. It’s just not

sustainable otherwise. We’re in it together and that

foundation for the partnership starts before we invest.

Where do you think the key investment decisions will

lie for social impact investors in East Africa going into

2021? The exit environment has been less active in

2020 than in previous years. With a large number of

investments made over the last 8 years now coming

into maturity in an economically depressed

environment, how do you see investors handling

exits?

That’s a great question. One of the main lessons

investors in Africa have learned is that exits take time

and that still holds true today. However, we are seeing

a few trends that lead to more exit paths in the future.

First, there is an increasing amount of capital eyeing

this market and the pandemic hasn’t put a halt on that

yet. Second, the capital is also coming from new

participants entering the market, for instance capital

coming from Japan, South Korea and China or from

large corporates such as Shell, Engie or Toyota, which

also allow for more exit opportunities. Third, the

Jumia IPO and its recent rising share price have also

set an example of an exit pathway, with the recent

acquisition of Paystack further strengthening

international interest in the region. And lastly, we

foresee more exits opportunities via a much-needed

consolidation that is waiting to happen in a few

sectors, e.g. in energy or agriculture.

.

East Africa is an attractive destination and Kenya

specifically with its vibrant and entrepreneurial climate

and ability to attract global and local talent. I do think

we will see increased competition at an earlier stage

and certainly for tech-enabled companies. This will

also set the stage for more secondary sales as the

market matures for companies that have proven they

can execute and specifically during these tough times



PART III : SELECTED DEALS
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Date Buyer Seller 
Deal size (M 

USD)
Sector Type Country Synopsis 

2-Nov-20
Imperial 

Venture Fund
Lori Systems Undisclosed Logistics PE Kenya

Imperial, an African and European-focused 

provider of intergrated market access and 

logistics solutions, announced an investment 

in Lori Systems to expand its cutting-edge e-

logistics technology solutions across Africa.

4-Nov-20
Gray Matters 

Capital
Farmers Pride 0.22 ICT PE - VC Kenya

Impact investor Gray Matters Capital 

announced its funding of Nairobi-based 

Farmers Pride, a one-stop e-commerce 

platform that connects village level farmers to 

quality inputs, services and information 

through women-owned DigiShops powered 

by technology. The funding of $220,000 is 

aimed at helping Farmers Pride reach 500,000 

rural farmers to boost their income and 

productivity.

13-Nov-20
Novastar 

Ventures
Turaco 2

Financial 

Services
PE Kenya

Micro-insurtech startup Turaco announced 

the close of USD 2 million fundraising round 

to further grow the business and scale its 

operations in sub-Saharan Africa. The round 

was led by Novastar Ventures with 

participation from other investors. The 

funding comes a year after the Company's last 

raise of USD 1.2 million in seed capital

13-Nov-20 DOB Equity
Mr. Green 

Africa
Undisclosed

Water, 

Sanitation & 

Hygiene

PE Kenya

DOB Equity made a further investment in 

Mr. Green Africa, a Nairobi based recycler 

and recycled plastics supplier. Mr. Green 

Africa collects and recycles plastic into a 

"new" raw material which can be used by 

manufacturers with a traceable social and 

environmental impact.

15-Nov-20

MaC Venture 

Capital, 

Acceleprise, 

Backstage 

Capital, Future 

Africa and 

Angel Investors

Sote 3 Logistics PE Kenya

Supply-chain focused company Sote raised a 

USD 3 million seed round largely led by MaC 

Venture Capital, with participation from other 

investors including Acceleprise, Backstage 

Capital, Future Africa and Angel Investors. 

The Company has launched Africa's first 

licensed tech-enabled customs clearing and 

forwarding service.

19-Nov-20

RENEW 

Impact Angel 

Network

Deliver Addis Undisclosed Logistics PE - VC Ethiopia

Deliver Addis attracted a follow-on 

investment from RENEW’s Impact Angel 

Network (IAN) and interest from a number 

of venture and equity investors eyeing the 

tech sector in Ethiopia as an up-and-coming 

opportunity in Africa.
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Date Buyer Seller 
Deal size (M 

USD)
Sector Type Country Synopsis 

23-Nov-20 InfraCo Africa
EkoRent 

Africa
1.1 Logistics PE Kenya

InfraCo Africa, part of the Private 

Infrastructure Development Group (PIDG) 

signed a USD 1.1 million investment 

agreement to enable EkoRent Africa to scale 

up its pioneering NoperaRide electric mobility 

initiative in Nairobi. The initiative will 

accelerate access to zero-emissions taxi-

hailing vehicles for businesses and private 

customers. 

24-Nov-20 DOB Equity Victory Farms Undisclosed Agribusiness PE Kenya

DOB Equity invested in Victory Farms, East 

Africa's largest commercial fish farm to allow 

the firm to scale up its production capacity 

and expand its reach across the Kenyan 

market.

27-Nov-20 KCB Group Atlas Mara Undisclosed
Financial 

Services
M&A Rwanda

KCB Group Plc (KCB) and Atlas Mara 

(ATMA) have signed a definitive agreement 

which was expected to see East Africa’s 

biggest Bank by assets increase its footprint 

within the region. This is through the 

acquisition of a 62.06 percent stake in Banque 

Populaire du Rwanda Plc (BPR) from ATMA.

27-Nov-20 KCB Group Atlas Mara Undisclosed
Financial 

Services
M&A Tanzania

KCB Group Plc (KCB) and Atlas Mara 

(ATMA) signed a definitive agreement which 

was expected to see East Africa’s biggest 

Bank by assets increase its footprint within 

the region. This is through the acquisition of a 

100% stake in African Banking Corporation 

Tanzania Limited (BancABC) from ATMA 



This document has been prepared on the basis of information

and forecasts in the public domain. None of the information on

which the document is based has been independently verified by

I&M Burbidge Capital Limited nor its affiliate bodies and

associates, who do not take responsibility for the content

thereof and do not accept any liability with respect to the

accuracy or completeness, or in relation to the use by any

recipient of the information, projections, opinions contained in

this document.

This document is purely for information purposes only and

should not be relied upon to make any investment decisions or

any other decisions. Any liability is disclaimed, including

incidental or consequential damages arising from error or

omission in this document.

DISCLAIMER
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About I&M Burbidge Capital

I&M Burbidge Capital Limited is a corporate finance

firm licensed by the Capital Markets Authority creating

long term advisory relationships & solutions across

Eastern Africa.

Our Services

Originating and structuring Equity and Debt capital

raising, IPOs, M&A transactions, Strategic Options

advisory, PE advisory, Tax Advisory and other

Corporate Finance Services.

You are the best at what you do! Let us tell the

market.

We have a select distribution to pension funds, private

equity funds, financial services players, industry leaders,

investment and wealth managers, regulators and

administrators, as well as senior government officials.

By advertising with us, you gain access to a premium

class of potential business partners and clients. To

advertise with us, send an email with the subject “I&M

Burbidge Capital Financial Review” to either

kevin.kuria@imburbidgecapital.com

or viraj.shah@imburbidgecapital.com.

Head Office

3rd Floor, Block A, Eldama Park 

Eldama Ravine Road, Westlands 

P.O Box 51525-00100 

Nairobi, Kenya

Tel:  +254 (0) 20 3221160

Editorial Team

EDWARD BURBIDGE, CEO

Edward.Burbidge@imburbidgecapital.com

KEVIN KURIA, Associate VP

Kevin.Kuria@imburbidgecapital.com
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Kampala Office

4th Floor, Acacia Mall, 14-18

Cooper Road, Kisementi,

Kampala, Uganda

Tel: +256 (0) 794 476 967
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